Object Extraction, Classification, and Tracking of Objects in Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks

Abstract: Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) are characterized by large number of resource constrained camera sensors. In remote surveillance applications, such resource constraints necessitate the design of lightweight solutions for traditional problems such as object localization and real-time tracking. In this presentation, I will first discuss an energy-efficient object localization and multiple object tracking scheme for WMSNs. The object localization is performed by individual camera sensors. For that purpose, the approach first extracts the detected object from the video frame and finds its boundary using frame differencing. The location of the object is then estimated with the help of the camera sensor’s location, distance of the object to the camera and camera/frame size properties. After localizing a detected object, its boundary information is used to perform a object classification at the camera sensor. In this way, without receiving the raw video data from the camera sensors, the sink can identify a specific object even though its information may come from several camera sensors at different times, and determine its path for the purpose of tracking. In this presentation I will also discuss some of the research issues related to object extraction, classification and tracking of objects in WMSNs.
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